ADVANCING RACIAL
EQUITY CONFERENCE
EMPOWERING FOR CHANGE
Paving the way towards
equitable workplaces that
are inclusive for all

Tuesday 8th November 2022
Outernet Global
Tottenham Court Road, London
(In person & live virtual broadcast)

Headline Sponsor:
OUTERNET GLOBAL
shereen-daniels.com | outernetglobal.com
TWITTER shereen_daniels | Instagram shereen_daniels | #ARECON22

Get in front of an audience of highly
engaged business leaders, HR &
DEI professionals and showcase your
company to decision-makers who have
racial equity firmly on their business and
people agenda in an immersive event that
is akin to a TV show.

A CONFERENCE
UNLIKE
ANYTHING
YOU’VE EVER
EXPERIENCED
#ARECON22

WHY THE EVENT?
The expectation for organizations to take active
steps towards dismantling systemic racism is
still front and centre. With increased pressure
for leaders to communicate their approach to
advancing racial equity.
The overwhelming sentiment from employees,
customers, investors, the media and other key
stakeholders, is that things must change and
collectively we need to do more.

WHAT TO EXPECT
The leading Racial Equity conference
for forward-thinking brands and
professionals to engage, connect
and collaborate.
Our aim is to hold space for conversations
with individuals and our brand partners.
Using the conference to empower delegates
to continue the work and connect with likeminded professionals who want to take a
collaborative approach to impactful change.
► 5-hours of live content broadcast to a global online
audience
► Additional 2 hours closed Q&A/afterparty for in-person
guests
► Hyper-focused in-person thought leadership, panels
and keynotes from guest speakers ranging from
corporates to celebrities
► Broadcasted BST time zone
► Brand partners showcase creative assets that help
bring to life their racial equity journey or ways in
which they are leaning into the conversations and
delivering on commitments
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NOW ARCADE
KEY FACTS
This 21m long two
story high immersive
tunnel fit with 8k+
reactive screens and
directional sound opens
up Denmark St. / Tin
Pan Alley into the rest
of the district exiting
at Denmark place
connecting our above
ground sites and joining
up Chateau Denmark.

FEEDBACK FROM #ARECON21
Delegates flooded social media
to share their engagement.
This year our conference will
be even better.
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THE HOST
When it comes to addressing
systemic racism in the
workplace, accomplished
HR strategist and bestselling
author Shereen Daniels pulls
no punches.
Her direct, yet compassionate and
uncompromising approach to antiracism has seen her recognised as a
LinkedIn Top Voice in 2020 and 2022,
and winner of HR Magazine’s Most
Influential Thinker 2021.
Drawing on her professional
experience as Managing Director
of HR rewired and Chair of the
African Diaspora Economic Inclusion
Foundation, Daniels broadened her
already extensive global reach with
the release of her bestselling book The
Anti-Racist Organization: Dismantling
Systemic Racism in the Workplace.
A gifted speaker and educator, Daniels
continues to capture audiences
across platforms. Via HR rewired TV,
her podcast Advancing Racial Equity
4.0, and Advancing Racial Equity:
Moving Beyond The Conversations
conferences, and with almost 80,000
followers on LinkedIn, she’s driving the
anti-racism conversation forward and
into our offices, factories, retail spaces
– and homes – with real momentum.
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THE VENUE
Outernet London is an
immersive entertainment
district that stands at the
crossroads of Charing Cross
Road, Oxford Street and
Tottenham Court Road, where
communities can come
together to enjoy culture
in breath-taking new ways.
They’ve brought together the
best content partners and
the latest immersive video
technology to create new
experiences for music, arts,
culture and creators.
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THE VENUE…
NOW TRENDING
KEY FACTS
■ LED technology screens
with pixel pitch of 3mm
■ Internal screen surface of
249sq m
■ 182sq m
■ Max capacity: 180

Advancing Racial Equity Conference
will be taking over Outernet’s
Now Trending, which offers a
more ‘intimate’ space designed for
both physical and virtual events,
1-1 interactions and as a plug-andplay studio.
This single-story space features 3mm
pixel pitch LED screens with an 8k
internal screen surface spanning two
of its walls and ceiling, plus directional
sound and atomized scent capability.
Designed specifically for experiential
activations, Now Trending has a floor
space of 182sqm and aims to host 180
people in-person for the conference.
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THE VENUE…
Outernet Global hasn’t
stopped there.
They have offered us Now Arcade
which serves as a key access point
to the district; this immersive,
multi-sensory digital walkway links
Denmark Street to the wider retail and
event venues.
21m long and 2 storeys high, its
interactive 8k screen surface is also
accompanied by directional sound
and atomised scent capabilities.
As a brand partner, this is another
location where we can showcase your
creative assets.
Now Pop Two is additional space we
will utilise for the conference, with a
footprint of 484 sqft with the same
ultra-high definition 3mm pixel pitch
screens as seen around the district,
audio and tinted glass doors.
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SPONSORSHIP
BENEFITS

You Have Control Over
Your Brand Exposure
With showcasing your branded
ad-rolls on our live screens to
creating custom call-to-action links
which can send attendees inside or
outside of our virtual event platform,
there are many opportunities to
deliver a more unique experience
beyond just presenting your logos
on a screen.

Get your brand in front of an
audience of highly engaged
business leaders, HR &
DEI professionals

Align To A Mission
That Unites Leaders
and Colleagues All
Over the World
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You will have the opportunity
to align your brand to
Shereen’s mission to transform
the experiences of Black
colleagues in the workplace
and through participating
in the conference; you show
how this aligns to your values
and how you are working on
transforming your culture to
be inclusive for all.

Engage Your
Entire Workforce
Depending on the
sponsorship package,
we can broadcast
the conference live
to your colleagues all
over the world and
let them experience
this event from the
comfort of their
homes or your offices.

PREVIOUS ATTENDEES INCLUDE:
England Athletics
Channel 4
Northampton College
Bristows
Virgin Media
British Horseracing Authority
Totaljobs
Google
LinkedIn
Duke of Edinburgh Awards
Baker McKenzie
Frazer Jones
Intent Health
LexisNexis Risk
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Motorpoint
Reward Gateway
Cardiff County Council
Essex County Council
Islington County Council
HR Magazine
House of St Barnabas
NHS
Global Processing Services
Natwest
ISS
Autotrader
HGF
Calderdale County Council

Happiness Index
Sky
BBC
The Berkley Partnership
Ogilvy
WPP
Control Risks
British Red Cross
Oxfam
Mencap
Investigo
Hastings Direct

Wow! What a fantastic conference.
I was lucky enough to spend the
morning in the studio watching
live before sprinting home to
watch the final two sessions
from home. Brilliant speakers
with authentic viewpoints and
providing real tangible takeaways.
Shereen Daniels ‘The HR
Conversationalist’ you absolutely
owned it. Congratulations and
delighted Frazer Jones could be a
part of it.
Nick Croucher
Partner UK&l at Frazer Jones

